Abstract

In the new Automobiles Engines Electronic Throttle has been used to reduce fuel consumption and increase the torque. The throttle's butterfly valve angle is changed by Engine Control Unit (ECU) Signals. In some cases physical model of Electronic Throttle is needed for engine optimization in automotive industrial. In this paper physical parameters of the special engine electronic throttle has been gotten and estimated. After this research, a controller has been designed and constructed. Software simulation results show the controller works correctly.
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1. Introduction

In many circumstances, the car does not need to use the maximum engine power. Therefore torque and power output must be controlled. It is the duty of the throttle valve in internal combustion engines. This instrument controls the amount of input air to engine by butterfly valve then fuel injection will diminish and torque and power grows [1]. Usual throttle valves are controlled by 2 mechanisms: 1- Mechanical Throttle 2- Electronic Throttle. In this paper we will research on Electronic Throttle. In Electronic Throttle, ECU controls butterfly valve’s angle. This instrument consists of 5 parts: DC motor, butterfly valve, spring, gears and potentiometer. For accurate controlling of this type of throttle, physical model must be recognized. In this research at first a physical model has been yield by mechanical equations then for recognizing of unknown parameters, estimation method was used [2-4].

2. Materials and Methods

Process of this portion consists of 4 steps. They are primary physical model, experiment, estimation and evaluation.

2.1. Throttle Physical Model

For recognizing of physical model the throttle is divided to 2 parts: 1- DC Motor 2- Mechanical Model. In continues we will interpret these parts.

2.1.1. DC Motor

Model of DC Motor consists of a resistor, inductor and non electromotive voltage [2, 3]. In figure 1 these parts has been demonstrated.

Equations 1 and 2 annotate electrical and mechanical mechanism of DC motor.

\[ u(t) = R_a i(t) + L_a \frac{di(t)}{dt} + v(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ T(t) = K_t \times i(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In above equations Ra is armature resistance, La is coil inductance, Kt is electromechanical constant and T(t) is output engine torque. For modeling of DC motor must be notice figure 2.

These curves (in figure 2) illustrate 2 notes. In current curve inductor produces delay in system and in torque curve the torque is proportional with current [5]. From those notes,
the DC motor mechanism is summarized to equation 3 and figure 3.

\[ T(t) = K_i \times U(t - t_d) \]  
(3)

Figure 3. Final DC Motor model

2.1.2. Mechanical body

For modeling the mechanical body should be notice 3 parameters they are: butterfly inertia (J), friction of butterfly and body (c) and spring constant (k) [5]. These parameters relates corresponding with equation 4.

\[ J \dot{\theta} + c \dot{\theta} + k \theta = T \]  
(4)

In 4 T is DC motor torque and \( \theta \) is butterfly angle. In throttle body for abatement of 360 degrees rotation of butterfly, 2 barriers have been produced in body. They are in 15 degrees and 90 degrees position. The 15 degree position is named limp home zone. The limp home zone produces a nonlinearity effect in system. The body torque effect in 4 is a torque that is named \( T_b \) (relation 5):

\[ J \dot{\theta} + c \dot{\theta} + k \theta = T + T_b \]  
(5)

\( T_b \) in 5 is defined by 6:

\[ T_b = \begin{cases} 0 & 15 \leq \theta \leq 90 \\ G(\theta-90) & \theta > 90 \\ G(\theta-15) & \theta < 15 \end{cases} \]  
(6)

The G coefficient in 5 will be known in continues. The simulink model of \( T_b \) is demonstrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. The simulink model of \( T_b \)

In the figure 6 model parameters have been defined in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.57 rad = 90 degree</td>
<td>Maximum Zone</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.26 rad = 15 degree</td>
<td>Minimum Zone</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>Input(angle)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>Output(Torque)</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters amounts of figure 6

Now the Laplace conversion of relation 6 is relation 7:

\[ J(s^2 \dot{\theta}(s) - s \theta(0) - \dot{\theta}(0)) + c(s \dot{\theta}(s) - \theta(0)) + k \theta(s) = T(s) + T_b(s) \]  
(7)

The primary states of the relation 7 is 8:

\[ \begin{align*}
\theta(0) &= 0.25 \text{ rad} \\
\theta'(0) &= 0
\end{align*} \]  
(8)

By the relation 7 we will get the simulink model that has been demonstrated in figure 5:

Figure 5. Simulink Model of relation 7

In figure 5 at first the T torque enters to system then mixes by returned signals, they are c (Damping of friction) and k (spring constant) and \( T_b \). The \( T_b \) appears in ends of butterfly path. The input of model is demonstrates in figure 6. The returned signals has been demonstrated in figure 7. In figure 7 the spring torque has grown linearly because the spring has been compressed and the friction is constant approximately. In figure 8 against torque \( T_b \) has appeared in 90 degrees zone hence in time 380ms some vibrations have been produced.

Figure 6. Torque signal curve from DC motor

The resultant inertia signal has been demonstrated in figure. In figure 9 at the Limp Home zone inertia is positive and in maximum of zone the inertia is positive and negative because of some vibrations. The velocity signal in this model has been demonstrated in figure 10. In this figure the velocity is fixed in time of butterfly’s rotation but it has some vibrations in time 380ms because of contacting by body. The positions of butterfly has been demonstrated in figure 11, for G>1000 the curve is best than other of G ranges. The gotten model in figure 5 is a general model for many types of
throttle body. If this model would be for a special throttle body the parameters value $c$, $J$, $k$, $k_t$, and $t_d$ would be recognized. In continues we will get parameters value of Bosch Electronic throttle body.

![Figure 7. Spring torque and Friction torque](image)

Figure 7. Spring torque and Friction torque

In this section the step response of electronic throttle body of Bosch company that has type number (0 280 750 257) has been gotten (This type of electronic throttle has been used in Iran Khodro Company for EF7 National Engine). The experiment set in this process has 2 sections of software and hardware. The hardware part consists of throttle body, Data Acquisition Card and PC. The butterfly position has been measured by TPS and transmitted to PC. The yielded data from this experiment after filtration has been demonstrated in figure 12.

![Figure 8. Hard Stop output signal](image)

Figure 8. Hard Stop output signal

![Figure 9. Resultant inertia signal](image)

Figure 9. Resultant inertia signal

![Figure 10. velocity signal of butterfly](image)

Figure 10. velocity signal of butterfly

2.2. Getting of Data from Experiment

In this section the step response of electronic throttle body of Bosch company that has type number (0 280 750 257) has been gotten (This type of electronic throttle has been used in Iran Khodro Company for EF7 National Engine). The experiment set in this process has 2 sections of software and hardware. The hardware part consists of throttle body, Data Acquisition Card and PC. The butterfly position has been measured by TPS and transmitted to PC. The yielded data from this experiment after filtration has been demonstrated in figure 12.

![Figure 11. Butterfly location in time](image)

Figure 11. Butterfly location in time

2.3. Getting the Unknown Parameters

For getting of the unknown parameters has been compared physical model and experiment result [6]. In this method the estimation tool in MATLAB software has been used. The unknown parameters have been found by this method. The measured and estimated curves have matched approximately in figure 13 but the maximum errors exist in time of 140ms to 250ms. The error curve has been demonstrated in figure 14. The unknown parameters have been gotten in 77 iteration processes in MATLAB tool and have been listed in table 2.

![Figure 12. TPS data after filtration](image)

Figure 12. TPS data after filtration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_t$</td>
<td>246.4</td>
<td>N.m/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_d$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>N.m/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>N.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>N.m.s/rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The unknown parameters value

1. Throttle Position Sensor
2.4. The Controller Designing for Physical Model

Now must be design a controller for the physical model that is changed following of automotive throttle pedal. This controller is one of the ECU circuits. The parts of this controller have been demonstrated in figure 15. In the controller at first car driver pushes the pedal then the pedal signal is transmitted to ECU. The pedal signal is as reference signal. In the ECU throttle butterfly angle signal and reference signal have been compared in comparator portion and the error signal is produced. Then the error signal has been sent to DC motor driver. The driver portion acts by PWM\(^2\) method. The duty cycle of PWM signal is dependent to error signal. The higher error leads to higher duty cycle and vice versa. Also in this method, the butterfly direction is changed by getting of positive and negative voltage (as PWM). So two important portion of this controller is comparator and motor driver. In continues we will explain these two portions [7-9].

A. Comparator portion:

The portion consists of 2 comparators. Comparators inputs are symmetry and then output signals are and by PWM signal. In continues output PWM signal multiply to positive or negative gain because we need positive or negative voltage for DC motor direction. The figure 16 has demonstrated the comparator portion.

B. PWM portion:

The PWM method has been used to control of the motor speed. To producing of PWM signal the error magnitude and a saw tooth wave are compared. The frequency of saw tooth signal is 25 kHz. The portion has been demonstrated in figure 17. Figure 18 demonstrates PWM, error and saw tooth curves. The complete model of controller has been demonstrated in figure 19. The 2 important portions exist in the figure.

---

\(^{2}\)Pulse Width Modulation
2.5. The Software Simulation Results

Now a reference signal as pedal signal (see figure 20) is exerted on controller then the butterfly position has been demonstrated in figure 21. In figure 21 some vibrations has been existed in up and down border sides. In figure 22 we accommodated the curves of figures 20 and 21 and in figure 23 the error signal between those signals has been demonstrated. The maximum errors in the error signal are 7 percents. These errors appear in limp home zone mostly.

2.6. The Construction of Controller Circuit

The controller circuit consists of 2 portions. They are controller and driver portions. The controller portion can be Microcontroller or FPGA. In the structures that have many inputs and outputs, FPGA is useful but in this structure Microcontroller is enough [6, 10, 11]. The structure has been demonstrated in figure 24.

In this structure at first the Microcontroller receives the pedal and butterfly position signals then transmits proper comments to bipolar chopper portion. In the bipolar chopper portion the positive or negative PWM signals are produced.
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to DC motor driving. In the bipolar chopper portion, the H bridge structure has been used [12, 13]. The maximum current of driver portion is gotten Ohm law. The coil resistance of throttle is 1.6 ohms and the voltage supply is 12 volts then the consuming current is:

\[ I = \frac{12}{1.6} = 7.5A \]

The H Bridge of this circuit consists of MOSFET IRF3205 and driver ICs IR2110. The freewheeling diodes (1N5818 Schottky diodes) have been used to protection of transistors from returned currents. The mechanism of this controller has been explained in flowchart of figure 25.

The designed circuit of the driver portion has been demonstrated in figure 26. In this circuit the IR2110 ICs are MOSFET driver. The constructed circuit has been demonstrated in figure 27. In the constructed circuit the H bridge circuit lines would be thick because of high current crossing. This circuit has been used in an experiment set. In this experiment a pulse signal that is 5 Hz has exerted as pedal signal to microcontroller. The microcontroller receives the throttle’s potentiometer signal too. By comparing of the signals and producing of proper PWM signal, the throttle motor is controlled. The maximum error of these curves is 8.

\[ \text{Error} = \frac{V_{\text{Error}}}{V_{\text{MAX}}} \times 100 = \frac{0.4}{5} \times 100 = 8\% \] (9)

The controller structure by Microcontroller [6]

Figure 24. The controller structure by Microcontroller [6]

Figure 25. The controller’s flowchart

Figure 26. The circuit of driver portion
3. Conclusion

In this paper a physical model of special ETC has been approximated and then designed and constructed a controller for it. The maximum error of this controller in software simulation is 7 percents and maximum error in experiment set is 8 percents. Errors between Simulation results and laboratory results are 1 percent and this subject shows the controller works correctly.
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